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a  b  s  t  r a  c t
Codon  usage bias  (CUB) is the  well-known  phenomenon  that  the  frequency  of synonymous  codons  is
unequal.  This  is  presumably the  result  of adaptive  pressures  favouring  some  codons over others.  The
underlying reason for  this  pressure  is  unknown, although a large number  of possible driver mechanisms
have  been  proposed.  According  to one  hypothesis,  the decoding time  could  be such  a driver. A  tacit
assumption of this hypothesis is  that  faster codons  lead  to  a  higher translation rate  which  in turn is more
resource  efficient.  While it is  generally assumed  that there is such  a link, there are  no rigorous  studies
to  establish  under  which  conditions  the  link  between  translation speed and rate  actually  exists. Using  a
computational simulation  model  and  explicitly  calculated  codon  decoding times,  this  contribution maps
the entire range  of dynamical regimes  of translation.  These simulations  make  it possible  to understand
precisely  under  which  conditions translation speed and rate  are  linked.
© 2014  Elsevier  Ireland  Ltd. All rights  reserved.
1. Introduction
The genetic code is  highly degenerate. There are  20 amino-acids
but 64 codons. An inevitable consequence of this is that each amino
acid sequence could be encoded by  a very large number of different
mRNAs. Large scale analyses of codons have shown that individual
species prefer some codons over others. This is  commonly referred
to as the codon usage bias (CUB). While the bare fact of CUB is well
established, its underlying biological reasons are not. A number of
drivers of the CUB have been proposed, including the abundance of
isoacceptor tRNA, pre-mRNA level selection, mRNA concentration
(Coghlan and Wolfe, 2000), mRNA secondary structure (Tuller et al.,
2011), the efficiency of translation initiation (Sato et al., 2001), GC
content (Knight et al., 2001), gene length (Moriyama and Powell,
1998), translation error (Stoletzki and Eyre-Walker, 2007; Shah and
Gilchrist, 2010), protein structure (Xie et al., 1998; Mukhopadhyay
et  al., 2007)  and others (Novoa and Pouplana, 2012; Gingold and
Pilpel, 2011).
Perhaps one of the more important drivers of the CUB is the
decoding time (Shah and Gilchrist, 2011). The current best under-
standing of the factors determining the decoding time goes back
to a model by  Gromadski and Rodnina (2004).  The central ele-
ment of the model is  that cognate aa-tRNA species compete with
near matches (the so-called near-cognate aa-tRNA) for access to
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the ribosome. The latter are  thought to  occupy the ribosomal A-
site for significant amounts of time before eventually unbinding;
while bound they prevent access for the cognate aa-tRNA (Fluitt
et al., 2007) thus causing a delay.
For many codons, near cognates are much more abundant than
cognates. Even though each near-cognate occupies the ribosome
only for a  short time, collectively they cause a  major bottleneck
for translation as a whole (Chu et al., 2011). Consequently, the
elongation time depends primarily on the ratio of cognate to near-
cognates rather than on the absolute number of cognates. This
model of cognate/near-cognate interaction has recently been cor-
roborated experimentally (Chu et al., 2011).
A key prediction of the Gromadski–Rodnina model is that
the decoding time may  vary strongly even between synonymous
codons. For example, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae the fastest codon
(AGA) is  read nearly 44 times faster than the slowest one (CUC).
Similarly, among the synonymous codon sequences for a given pro-
tein the predicted translation speed (i.e. the inverse of the average
time to read one codon) of the fastest sequence may be  as much as
five times lower than that of the slowest. Despite these large differ-
ences, the importance of speed for the evolution of CUB is currently
unclear. The prima facie argument why translation speed should
be selected for is  as follows (Navon and Pilpel, 2011; Shah and
Gilchrist, 2011): higher translation speeds lead to higher achievable
translation rates (i.e. the number of translation termination events
per time unit) given a  fixed ribosome pool; hence by  decreasing the
time required for a  ribosome to read a  transcript, the cell can reduce
the number of ribosomes while keeping the translation rate fixed.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2014.02.005
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Given that ribosomes are metabolically costly (Chu et al., 2011),
it would seem natural to assume that there is a strong adaptive
pressure towards faster mRNAs.
A  tacit assumption of this resource argument is  that it is  actu-
ally the case that a  faster transcriptome leads to a  higher translation
rate. This makes intuitively sense, but on further reflection it is  not
clear that it is always true. One simplified model of translation are
totally asymmetric exclusion processes (TASEP) (Blythe and Evans,
2007); these systems are known to have three dynamically distinct
phases. A low density, high density and a  maximal current phase.
For the first two, the flux (translation rate) is independent of the
transition rate between sites (corresponding to  the codon read-
ing times). Whilst real ribosomes do not behave exactly like their
TASEP models, many of the results of the theory still provide useful
insights.
Direct empirical evidence for the conjectured link between
translation rate and decoding time is  ambiguous. Using
Escherichia coli as a host Kudla et al. (2009) measured the
translation rates of an extensive library of synonymous sequences
with widely varying speeds. The authors reported no correlation
between codon adaptedness and translation rate. Similarly, Qian
et al. (2012) demonstrated experimentally that the time required
to translate an ORF is  not a  good predictor for the translation rate.
Another recent study by  Charneski and Hurst (2013) analysed
deep sequencing data and found that there is  a  speed difference
between individual codons, but this difference is  due to the
biophysical characteristics of the nascent polypeptide, rather than
bio-chemical parameters of the translation system. Cherneski and
Hurst concluded that the folding energy of the transcript plays at
most a sub-ordinate role for the translation rate.
This partial evidence contrasts with received wisdom in biotech-
nology where codons of recombinant proteins are engineered
routinely to maximise expression (Gustafsson et al., 2004), sug-
gesting that codon choice can indeed impact the translation rate.
Theoretically this view is also supported by  Tuller et al. (2010) who
found a correlation between codon adaptedness and expression
level in a genome wide study involving both Saccharomyces cere-
visiae and E. coli.  Interestingly, these authors also noted that the
folding energy modulates (weakens) the coupling between codon
adaptedness and expression level. Further evidence for an impor-
tant adaptive role of codon speed comes from sequence analysis.
Common measures of codon adaptedness such as the CAI (Sharp
and Li, 1987) or tAI (dos Reis et al., 2003)  are often used as proxies
for decoding speed and are able to predict various transcriptomic
and proteomic key measures, including expression levels of both
mRNA and protein (Gingold and Pilpel, 2011).
There is strong experimental evidence for the
Gromadski–Rodnina model. For one, the original authors based
their model on careful measurements of the interactions between
cognate and near-cognate tRNA. Then, more recently Chu et al.
(2011) showed for Firefly Luciferase in  a yeast host system that
simulations based on the Gromadski–Rodnina model can to  a very
good degree of accuracy predict the effect of synonymous codon
substitutions and changes in the aa-tRNA abundance on the overall
expression rate. This corroborates the Gromadski–Rodnina model.
While there is good evidence for the Gromadski–Rodnina model,
there still seems to be some confusion as to what it entails about
the effects of codon usage on the translation rate. Traditionally, the
effect of translation speed (that is the time required to read indi-
vidual codons) and the translation rate (i.e. the amount of protein
produced per time unit) is framed in terms of limitation scenar-
ios.  For example, it is claimed frequently that when initiation is
limiting, then the codon speed should not impact on the transla-
tion rate at all. Similarly, one might be  tempted to conclude that
the translation speed is irrelevant when ribosome availability is
limiting.
While translation as a  dynamical system appears to be simple,
this simplicity is deceptive. Translation in organisms is highly con-
current and competition for a  common ribosome pool introduces
interactions that complicate the dynamics considerably. Purely ver-
bal reasoning about this system can be  difficult. Hence, formal
reasoning tools are required.
In this contribution we will use a  computational model of trans-
lation (Chu et al., 2012) and generate a  comprehensive map  of  all
dynamical regimes relevant to  the system. Previously, this model
(Chu and von der Haar, 2012)  has been applied to model Saccha-
romyces cerevisiae.  For this purpose, it was  parametrised specifically
according to  known quantitative details of the yeast system. In this
article, we  will use the model differently. Instead of committing to
a  specific parametrisation corresponding to the translation system
of a particular species, we  will elucidate the dynamics of  transla-
tion globally. The aim of this is  to  provide insight into the possible
dynamical regimes of the system.
We  find that a  higher translation speed nearly always entails a
higher translation rate, with only two  caveats: The first one is  the
codon position effect. When a  transcript is  concurrently occupied
by a  large number of ribosomes, then the translation rate depends
on the decoding speed and on how codons are arranged. Secondly,
there is no link between translation rate and speed if the ribosome
affinity to  the 5′-cap structure is sufficiently low to  make initia-
tion a  major limiting factor of the system. Yet, even if this is  the
case, we find that mRNA circularisation (whereby ribosomes imme-
diately re-initiate on the same transcript upon termination) can
re-establish this link. This means that the widely held belief that
in initiation limited systems the codon speed does not impact the
translation rate is not  necessarily true.
2. Simulation model
The computational model we used here has been described
in Chu et al. (2012) and is used with the Saccharomyces cere-
visiae cognate/near-cognate scheme as reported in Chu and von
der Haar (2012). The model is agent-based representing explicitly
every single mRNA and ribosome. The latter bind to individ-
ual transcripts following first order kinetics and then perform a
directed random walk with transition rates calculated following the
Gromadski–Rodnina model (Gromadski and Rodnina, 2004; Fluitt
et al., 2007). Upon termination ribosomes may  re-initiate at the
same transcript or  unbind into the cell volume to rebind to a ran-
domly chosen transcript at a  later time again. The model allows the
user to  set an upper limit to  the number of consecutive re-initiation
events. Unless stated otherwise, this maximal number was set to  1
in the simulations presented here.
The full simulations presented in Fig. 3 assume 3 million tRNA
molecules, 200,000 ribosomes and 15,000 mRNA sequences dis-
tributed over 3624 different species. This resulted in average
mRNA reading speeds of between 1.6 and 7.8 codons per sec-
ond for the standard sequence, between 5.9 and 11.8 for the
optimised sequence, and 0.65 and 1.65 for the de-optimised
sequence.
In all other simulations reported here  we used the Firefly
Luciferase gene that is  frequently used as a  reporter gene. In Sac-
charomyces cerevisiae the Firefly Luciferase sequence StaFLuc is
of medium speed and it can be experimentally (de-)optimised
by appropriate synonymous codon substitutions. The speed-
optimised version – MaxFLuc – is  obtained from the standard
sequence by exchanging all codons for the fasted available syn-
onym. Analogously, the de-optimised MinFLuc is  obtained by
replacing all codons by the slowest synonym. On sparsely popu-
lated transcripts the average reading times per codon for MinFLuc,
StaFLuc and MaxFLuc are 0.53, 0.25 and 0.126s respectively. This
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means that StaFLuc is  read roughly twice as fast as MinFLuc and
MaxFLuc is again read at about twice the speed.
In the simulations reported in  Figs. 1, 2,  and 6 we created mixed
sequences by concatenating the head of one sequence with the tail
of another sequence at a  given breakpoint. For example, in  Fig. 6 the
sequence MIN–MAX with breakpoint 211 is  identical to MaxFLuc
for the first 211 codons; the remainder of the sequence is  identical
to MinFLuc.
3. Results
3.1. Translation rate and codon speed
If elongation is  a  limiting factor for the translation rate, then an
increase of the elongation rate entails an increase of the number
of proteins that are  produced per time unit from each transcript.
Synonymous codon substitutions are one way to change the elon-
gation rate. Hence, increasing the average codon speed of an ORF
will always lead to an increased rate of translation as long as elon-
gation is limiting. To better understand how codon substitutions
actually impact on the translation rate, we implemented a  reduced
model of translation (see  Section 2 for a description of the model).
It differs from the full model that has been described previously in
that it has only a  small number of (up to  100) mRNAs and ribosomes.
This simplification allows extensive parameter sweeps across all
dynamical regimes in a  way that would not  be possible with a
full model. In particular the simplified model makes it possible to
explore systematically all possible limitation scenarios that could
apply to translation. This will allow us to  understand under which
conditions there is  a  link between codon speed and the translation
rate in very general terms.
We  first assumed that the affinity of ribosomes for the mRNA
sequence is sufficiently high so that ribosomes bind as soon as the
initiation site is free. If one then also assumes that there is only a
single ribosome and mRNA then the behaviour of the system is  easy
to understand. Due to  the high ribosome affinity the time between
termination and re-initiation can be ignored. Consequently, this
system is well described by a  circular motion. A  faster average
decoding time then simply means that within a given period of time
more circular events can be completed, i.e.  the translation rate is
higher.
The same argument can be made for more than one ribosome
as long as ribosomes are not interfering with one another, i.e. there
are no traffic jams on the transcript. Hence, for a low number of
ribosomes one would, within this toy set-up, expect that the trans-
lation rate scales with the average decoding speed of the sequence.
This is precisely what we  find in our simulations. In Fig. 1a we vary
the  average translation rate (x-axis) and the number of ribosomes
(y-axis) and observe a  steady increase of the translation rate as the
transcript speed increases at the lower end of the graph.
For a higher number of ribosomes the qualitative behaviour
changes. The transition from slow to fast sequences becomes much
more abrupt. It is still the case that the fastest sequence on the
right hand side of the graph always shows a higher translation
rate than the slowest sequence on the left hand side; however the
average codon speed no longer has the proportional effect on the
translation rate that can be observed for low ribosome numbers.
Ribosome–ribosome interactions or traffic jams are an additional
complication in this regime, so that  the average reading time of the
sequence becomes secondary to  the overall order of codons on the
sequence.
The steady relationship between the sequence speed and the
translation rate can be restored by increasing the number of
mRNAs. To show this in simulation, we  fixed the number of ribo-
somes to 35 and varied the number of mRNAs from 1 to 65.  Fig. 1b
summarises the results. Its  bottom line corresponds exactly to the
top line in  Fig. 1a displaying substantial traffic jams. As the number
of mRNA increases, the ribosomes distribute equally across all the
transcripts and the effects of traffic jams become less important.
This restores the smooth increase of the translation rate with the
increase of the average decoding time of the sequence. At  the top of
the figure the system is extremely initiation limited with roughly
2 mRNAs competing for each ribosome. In the most extreme case
with 60 transcripts in the system competing for 35 ribosomes, every
mRNA will be unoccupied half of the time with associated long
waiting times between subsequent initiation events. Still, our sim-
ulations show that over the whole range of parameters, the speed
optimised sequence is  translated at a  substantially higher (by a
factor >4) rate than the de-optimised sequence.
The dependence of the translation rate on the decoding time
is broken when elongation ceases to be rate limiting. In  real cells
this could be the case when the affinity of the ribosome to the
transcript is  very low. Formally, this corresponds to making the
first step of elongation very slow compared to all  subsequent elon-
gation steps. In this case then the speed of the other elongation
steps is  irrelevant for the overall translation rate as long as they
are much faster than the first elongation step. Newly terminated
ribosomes cannot rapidly re-initiate in this scenario even if there
are free transcripts available. Faster codons do not lead to higher
translation rates (see Fig. 2b).
In this scenario translation is initiation-limited in the sense
that initiation events are rare. Another way  to implement initi-
ation limitation is  to make ribosomes a  limiting resource (while
restoring the ribosome affinity to high values, as discussed above).
Prima facie those two  ways of realising initiation limitation have the
same immediate consequence (few initiation events), but dynam-
ically they are still very different. If only ribosome availability is
limiting, then the link between codon speed and translation rate is
preserved; if  ribosome affinity is limiting then the translation rate
becomes independent of the codon composition.
3.2. Local and global effects
The codon usage literature sometimes distinguishes between
purely local and global changes of the CUB. The former refers
to changes that leave the system-wide conditions quasi-constant.
Dynamically, local effects correspond to situations where the num-
ber of free ribosomes is,  for all practical purposes, infinite (while
having a  finite concentration). This decouples the dynamics of one
transcript from that of all others and the initiation rate becomes a
constant.
Yeast transcripts are not globally speed optimised. This is  not
surprising because translation speed is unlikely to be the only selec-
tive force acting on codon selection. A number of other genomic
parameters including GC-contents (Knight et al., 2001), mRNA fold-
ing (Tuller et al., 2011; Bentele et al., 2013), co-translation protein
folding (Zhang et al., 2009; Xie et al., 1998; Mukhopadhyay et al.,
2007)  are also relevant. Moreover, even if translation speed were
the only adaptive force, it would be very difficult to maintain a
globally optimised genome in  the face of continuous mutational
pressure.
Notwithstanding this, in simulation, one can check what
would happen if they were optimised, or  indeed de-optimised.
To understand this, we implemented a  realistically sized model
of translation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae using the best known
parameters for the system with all mRNA sequences speed-
optimised/de-optimised. This model is based on best available
information about the quantitative properties of yeast cells. For
further details see Section 2 and Chu and von der Haar (2012).
As expected from the above results we  found the global codon
optimisation/de-optimissation to  lead to a  global increase/decrease
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Fig. 1. A heatmap showing the change of protein expression as a  function of ribosome availability in a simplified model. Along the x-axis the average decoding speed
increases. At the far left  end the sequence is  MinFLuc; the right end of the graph shows results for MaxFLuc. In-between these two extremes the sequences are concatenation
of  the two with the head corresponding to  MaxFLuc and the tail to MinFLuc. The breakpoint indicates the codon number where the concatenation was made. The  ribosome
affinity factor was  set to 1, which means that ribosomes initiate immediately upon termination if the initiation site is  free. The colour of the heatmap indicates the number
of  translation terminations within 1500 s. (a)  Varying the  number of ribosomes and changing the sequence. There is  exactly one mRNA molecule in the simulation. Along the
y-axis the number of ribosomes are increased. (b) The  same as (a), but the number of ribosomes is kept fixed at  35 and the number of mRNA molecules is varied instead. (For
interpretation of the references to  colour in this figure legend, the reader is  referred to  the web version of the article.)
Fig. 2. (a) Same as Fig. 1, but the ribosome affinity is varied instead. The  simulation consists of a  single mRNA and a  single ribosome. For very low ribosome affinities a faster
sequence  does not imply a  higher translation rate. (b) Using the data from (a)  it shows the ratio of the translation rates of MaxFLuc and MinFLuc for different affinities. To
improve  readability the x-axis is represented in log-scale. A ratio >1 indicates that the fast sequences are translated at a  higher rate; if the  ratio is smaller than 1, then this
means  that the fast sequences are translated at  a lower rate. Finally, a value of exactly 1 means that there is  no difference.
of the translation rates respectively (see Fig. 3). Indeed, a globally
optimised transcriptome is  also locally more efficient. To illustrate
this we compared the translation rate of a speed-optimised version
of YFR055W in a standard background with that of the same ORF













average translation rate (normalised to standard)
Fig. 3.  Comparing the translation rate in a  model of translation of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae.  The bars indicate global translation rates (relative to  a  standard model)
obtained from system wide simulations of a  yeast transcriptome. The parameters
for  the model are taken from Chu and von  der Haar (2012). Optimising all sequences
leads to an overall increase of the translation rate relative to the actual codon usage
patterns. Similarly, when all sequences are de-optimised then the translation rate
decreases.
background, that is  when we use the yeast transcriptome then the
optimised version of YFR055W translates ≈1.8 times more protein
than the standard version (the average reading speed is increased
by a  factor of >2). This indicates that using the best known param-
eters for yeast suggests that the system is  in  a  regime where local
codon substitutions are effective at increasing the translation rate.
If placed within a globally optimised background the expression
rate of the optimised transcript increased by a  further 7%. By the
same token, globally de-optimising codons leads to a decrease of
the translation rate both locally and globally.
3.3. Transcript circularisation
It  has been shown for yeast that eIF4E/eIF4G/Pab1p complexes
can circularize capped polyadenylated mRNA, suggesting that this
could lead to  ribosome recycling (Kopeina et al., 2008; Wells et al.,
1998)  (i.e. upon termination the ribosome immediately re-initiates
on the same transcript). This could increase the (local) translation
rate of an ORF if its 5′-end is  not conducive to ribosome initiation,
i.e. ribosomes have a  low affinity for it.  Ribosome recycling can also
increase the global translation rate in that it reduces the “dead-
time” of ribosomes between termination and initiation at the next
transcript. Fig. 4a  summarises the results of simulations of a single
StaFLuc ORF with a  very low affinity for ribosomes. For low numbers
of ribosomes the simulations predict an increased translation rate
by a  factor of 3. The same increase can be achieved globally (see
Fig.  4a, inset).
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4. The average expression rate as a  function of the number of ribosomes for different values of ribosome recycling. (a) A simulation of StaFLuc in isolation shows that the
effect  of ribosome recycling is dynamically more important when ribosomes are more scarce. The inset shows global translation rates for system wide simulations. Again,
ribosome  recycling becomes more important as ribosomes become scarce. (b) This  graph assumes a  very low ribosome affinity (value of 0.00001 in the model). Without
ribosome  circularisation the translation rate is quasi independent of the codon speed. MinFLuc and MaxFLuc translate at about the same rate. The curves labelled “high
recycling” show simulations where the ribosomes are recycled up to  ten times. In this case, the translation rate depends again on the  speed. MaxFLuc translates at a  higher

































Fig. 5. A simple TASEP varying the parameters. (a) The average flux as a  function of the variation of the hopping rates in a  TASEP model where the transition rates at  each
site  were allowed to  vary by  up to  the variation parameter. (b) A histogram showing the distribution of fluxes for 3 different variation parameters. The three histograms
correspond to points in (a).
Ribosome recycling also has an effect on speed. When the link
between translation rate and ribosome affinity is broken at low
ribosome affinities, then circularisation can re-establish the link.
Fig. 4a compares simulations of MinFLuc and MaxFLuc assuming a
very low ribosome affinity. When there is  no ribosome recycling,
then the translation rates for the two sequences are nearly the
same, but they differ substantially in the presence of recycling.
3.4. Dependence on codon order
It is frequently conjectured that the order of codons on
a transcript is  biologically relevant. Possible mechanisms for
this include local aa-tRNA depletion, effects of codon usage
on mRNA structure, variation of the decoding speeds to aid
protein folding or  slow codons at the beginning of sequences
(Novoa and Pouplana, 2012). There are  also purely dynamical
position effects caused by the ribosome–ribosome interactions
on the transcript (i.e. “traffic jams“). Various aspects of those
have been widely studied using various simplified model sys-
tems (most notably TASEP (Blythe and Evans, 2007; Greulich
et al., 2012)) and simulations (Ciandrini et al., 2010; Tuller et al.,
2011).
TASEP assumes all hopping rates to be the same (equal to 1).
In this case one can show analytically (Blythe and Evans, 2007)
that the maximal flux  of particles (≈ translation rate) is 0.25. If one
allows each of the transition rates to deviate from 1 (while keeping
the mean transition rate at 1) then the average maximal flux (i.e.
translation rate) goes down while the spread of actual fluxes around
the mean flux increases (see  Fig. 5a). This spread is a  simple example
of a  positional effect, where the flux depends on how transition
rates (i.e. codons) are arranged on the linear sequence.
Naively, one may  conclude from this that in  the presence of traf-
fic  jams more homogeneous sequences tend to be translated at a
higher rate than less homogeneous ones. However, this theoretical
insight is difficult to apply to mRNA sequences because synony-
mous codon substitutions will not  normally conserve the average
total decoding time. To better understand positional effects we
considered again the transition from MinFLuc/StaFLuc to  MaxFLuc
(see Fig. 6)  now assuming a  non-limiting initiation rate which
leads to substantial traffic jams. In the simulations we replaced
























































































































































Fig. 6. Characterising the behaviour of mixed sequences at high ribosome availability. The x-axis is  as in Fig. 1.  The key “MIN–MAX” in the legend indicates that the left-most
sequence  is MinFLuc and that its head is  replaced by MaxFLuc at  the given breakpoint. The other keys have an analogous meaning. All  simulations assume a ribosome affinity
of  1, a  single mRNA and 300 ribosomes. In practice this means that that ribosomes constantly attempt to initiate at the mRNA. (a) Translation rate as a  function of sequence
composition. The average sequence speed increases from left to  right, but the translation rate does not  always increase. (b) The average time to  read 1 codon, i.e. the dwell
time. A faster underlying sequence does not necessarily mean a  lower dwell time. (c) The average number of ribosomes (i.e. ribosome sequestration) depends strongly on the
sequence composition. We  use this as a measure of traffic jams. For sequences with a  fast head and a slow tail ribosome usage increases significantly. Interestingly, StaFLuc
which  is not the fastest sequence has a  much lower tendency for traffic jams than both MinFLuc and MaxFLuc which are half and twice as fast respectively. (d)  The average
reading time as a function of the expression rate. The two curves considered are MAX–MIN and MIN–MAX.  (e) Ribosome sequestration for mixed sequences with fast heads and
slow  heads. Clearly, a  slow head can substantially reduce the number of ribosomes on the transcript.
the slow head of a MinFLuc sequence with the fast head of the
MaxFLuc sequence. In Fig. 6 the size of the head increases from
left to right (see Section 2);  at the far right end of the graph
the sequence is pure MaxFLuc. We  also compared these results
with  the transition from MaxFLuc to  MinFLuc where the fast
MaxFLuc head is replaced by the slow MinFLuc head (Fig. 6d and
e).
We  use the average number of ribosomes on the mRNA
sequence as a  measure for the propensity of a  sequence for
ribosome–ribosome interactions. The more ribosomes there are on
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the sequence, the more interactions there will be between ribo-
somes. These simulations predict that mixed sequences with a  fast
head and a slow tail tend to have a high propensity for jams com-
pared to pure sequences. When saturated with ribosome MinFLuc
and MaxFLuc each carry on average fewer than 35 ribosomes. In
the mixed sequences with a fast head and a  slow tail this number
can go up to 46 (see Fig. 6c). Likewise, a  slow head followed by a
fast tail dramatically reduces traffic jams and ribosome numbers
can go as low as ten (Fig. 6d and e). Interestingly, with an average
occupancy of about 28 codons StaFLuc (which is  the WT version of
the gene) is in  its pure form much less prone to  traffic jams than
either MinFLuc or MaxFLuc.
These quite dramatic effects of codon choice on traffic jams
for the mixed sequences are reflected in the average actual time
required to read a  codon (the dwell time, as opposed to the under-
lying reading time of a codon in  absence of ribosome–ribosome
interactions). Traffic jams increase the dwell time because the
translocation step of ribosomes may  be held up  by  other ribosomes
ahead on the sequence. This may  have interesting consequences:
in the presence of traffic jams there may  be  synonymous codon
changes that decrease the average reading time of codons but
increase the average dwell time. The transition in  Fig. 6b has sev-
eral examples of this. From left to right the sequences get faster
but the dwell time sometimes increases. This is a strictly position
dependent effect. Making all sequences faster will always reduce
the dwell time, whereas making some sequences faster will only
sometimes reduce the dwell time.
For the sequences considered here an increased dwell time
caused by a faster codon does not reduce the translation rate.
Chimeras of slow heads and fast tails still tend to be translated
at a higher rate (albeit modestly so) than the all slow sequences
(Fig. 6a). However, large increases of the translation rate only take
place at the far right hand side of the graph, when the sequences
approach their pure states. This indicates that the translation rate
may  be strongly influenced by  relatively short sections of the
sequence.
4. Discussion
Our results indicate that quite independent of any limitation
scenarios the translation rate is determined by the translation
speed. An increase of the latter can often lead to an increase of
the former. This is  also true when translation is extremely limited
by ribosome availability. Similarly, traffic jams do not break the
relation between translation speed and rate, although they do com-
plicate it. When ribosome–ribosome interactions on the transcript
dominate the dynamics of translation then the translation rate no
longer depends on the average speed of the transcript alone, but it
also starts to matter how codons are arranged on the mRNA. This
is demonstrated in Fig.  6d and e which compare the average dwell
times and ribosome sequestration for slow heads followed by fast
tails and fast tails followed by slow tails. In real sequences, which
will normally have fast and slow sections interspersed, the detailed
dependence on codon order will be more complicated than in  the
idealised cases considered here. However, the basic insights gained
from our simulations transfer to real cases: When there are traffic
jams, then synonymous codon substitutions will often not  have an
effect on the translation rate.
Another limitation scenario that  breaks the link between trans-
lation speed and translation rate is limitation by  ribosome affinity.
Biologically, this scenario could be realised, for example, when
the initiation sequence of the message is  strongly folded, pre-
venting access for the ribosome. However, our simulations also
show that even for low initiation rates transcript circularisation
can re-establish the link between translation speed and rate.
There  is good evidence that mRNA is circularised allowing ribo-
somes to re-initiate upon termination. The effect of this is  that
even when there is  a  strong limitation by affinity, faster codons
would still lead to a  higher translation overall compared to  slower
codons.
Within the field of translation researchers often distinguish
between so-called local and global codon substitutions. The lat-
ter are large scale changes of the codon usage patterns across a
high number of genes. Such global changes of codon usage have
the potential to affect key variables of the system resulting in more
(or less) efficient translation at a  system wide scale. For example,
if one could somehow decrease the reading time for all codons
by a  factor of two  then this would increase the overall transla-
tion rate of every single message by a  factor of two  as well. A
local change would be  to make codon substitutions on one type of
mRNA only.
Prima facie the codon substitutions in our simulations are
all global in  the sense that in our model there is  only one
type of transcript. However, our model can still be used to
understand the effects of local codon substitutions by  con-
centrating on the relevant regimes as we shall discuss below.
Within the field of translation research it is widely believed
that local codon substitutions cannot affect translation rates.
The reasoning behind this assumption seems to be as follows:
Within the cell each transcript “experiences” a constant back-
ground of free ribosomes. Since there is a large number of other
transcripts, codon substitutions on individual transcripts do not
affect this pool of free ribosomes. Consequently, the dynam-
ics of translation of different transcripts effectively decouples in
that a local change in one transcript does not  affect the con-
ditions of the others. This means that ribosome initiation can
be  described by a single constant rate. If one now also takes
into account that for each initiating ribosome exactly one pro-
tein is  made, then it is easy to  see, so the reasoning, that the
speed with which the ribosomes are dispatched over the tran-
script must be irrelevant. Hence, according to the argument, local
changes of the translation speed have no effect on the translation
rate and there is no case to be made for  the local optimisation
of codon usage. This reasoning is valid if ribosome affinity is  the
limiting factor. In this case ribosomes will have some substantial
waiting time between a termination event and a  subsequent ini-
tiation event. In our simulations this local regime can be located
at the lower parts of Fig. 2a  where, indeed, the translation rate is
independent of the translation speed.
Interestingly, while based on this or similar arguments, the
relevance of local codon substitutions is  often doubted, it is  also
generally assumed that translation is under a selection pressure for
global optimisation. It is unclear to  us how a  denial of local codon
usage optimisation can be made consistent with this assumption
of a  global optimisation. It is hard to imagine that any selection for
such a  global optimised state is achieved by anything other than a
series of local changes of codon usage. Hence, if the genome evolved
into a globally optimised state, then local changes must have at least
some noticeable effects as well.
Furthermore, and more importantly, the above argument
against the effectiveness of local codon usage has to assume that
ribosome affinity is the limiting factor for translation which may
not be true. If it is the case that the transcript is  circularised
then even under conditions of low affinity the translation rate will
depend on the translation speed. In our simulations this regime
corresponds to  Fig.  4; the circularisation partially undoes the effect
of affinity limitation and re-introduces the dependence of the
(local) translation rate on the (local) translation speed. Finally,
another regime is when the rate of initiating ribosomes is  high.
This would correspond to the upper regions in Fig. 1a and lead to
traffic jams. In this scenario, as discussed above, the translation rate
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would again depend locally on translation speed (as well as codon
order).
The precise nature of the dynamical regime of translation in
real organisms remains unclear and may  in  any case be species
dependent. However, at least some understanding of the dynami-
cal regime in real organisms is now forthcoming. The assumption
that translation initiation is  the main limiting factor (Aitken, 2012)
seems to be corroborated by Kudla et al. (2009) who found that
for E. coli the ribosome affinity to  be the main determinant of gene
expression, whereas local codon substitutions have a  small effect
only. This is interesting because an affinity limited regime would
be inefficient in that  it would leave ribosomes, which are expen-
sive to make, unused. A  subsequent re-analysis of the data by Tuller
et al. (2010) led to a  more refined view, where the ribosome affin-
ity  modulates the dependence of the expression rate on the codon
composition. In our  model, this effect can also be seen for some
parameter, and is illustrated in  Fig. 2b.  Tuller’s findings would imply
that ribosome affinities are  limiting, but only weakly so. There
has now also been direct experimental evidence (Chu et al., 2013)
that decreasing the ribosome affinity also decreases the expres-
sion rate differences between synonymous codon variants. Again,
this suggests that ribosome affinity is not  the only limiting factor
in vivo and that local codon optimisation can lead to  increased pro-
tein production. At  the same time, a  study by  Shah et al. (2013)
suggested that ribosome availability is an important limiting fac-
tor of translation. Based on a detailed dynamical model of yeast
the same conclusion had been reached by Chu and von der Haar
(2012).
Still unresolved is the question of traffic jams. While direct
observations of traffic jams are technically challenging, analyses
of footprinting data (Siwiak and Zielenkiewicz, 2010; Ingolia et al.,
2009) can provide some insights. From this it appears that traf-
fic jams play a minor role in  the dynamics of yeast translation.
Whether or not the same is  true in other species or whether
entirely different dynamical regimes apply in  those, remains to be
seen.
Altogether, it seems at present uncertain in  which regime trans-
lation is. It should be noted that several limiting factors can operate
concurrently. For example, translation could be limited by ribo-
somes and also by mRNA availability. The following picture now
emerges: If the translation speed is  codon dependent, then there
are dynamical regimes where both the global and the local transla-
tion rates depend on the translation speed. Only when the affinity
is very low will the translation rate become independent of the
translation speed.
This relationship between the translation speed and rate is a
very generic property of translation system and cannot be  avoided
as long as the basic underlying model, i.e. the Gromadski–Rodnina
model, is correct. Should it be found experimentally that the trans-
lation rate is not sensitive to the codon speed and should it not
be possible to explain this by low ribosome affinities, then this
would require re-assessing very basic mechanistic assumptions
about translation.
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